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 "It brings me immense joy and great satisfaction to greet one and all through 
the Magazine of our school,  meant to express visionary writings, a EDTHRAL,
journey into artistic realms, an eclectic mix of opinions and a source of joy and 
delight for all.
  is an inspired derivation from the words  and EDTHRAL 'Edmundian'
'Enthral'-  an effort to capture the soul of those two words. As an Edmundian it is our 
prime duty to manifest the education that is being imparted by the institution and 
embody the talents perfected, knowledge gained, skills developed and values 
upheld in the pages of  EDTHRAL.
 All of us are endowed with hidden treasures by our Creator, all we need to do 
is to utilize those treasures with sincerity in order to create history worth cherishing. 
Hence, our school magazine would be the best platform provided for blooming 
buds.
 So, I welcome you all to delve into this memoir of the year, to recollect and 
record those days gone and taste a slice of the school life we cherish so dearly."              

Kishan Singha, XII Arts A
Richard Rymbai, XII Science C
Y. Sanjeev Kumar Singha, XII Science C
Calvin A Suchiang, XII Science D
V. Drishti Rao, XII Science D
Natania K. Lingdoh, XI Arts B
                    

After years of producing  this year it was decided that the name of The Edmundian,
the School Magazine would be changed. A competition was held to coin a new name 
for the magazine and the entry,  submitted by Priya Dey of XII Science C, Edthral,
was seen as the best representation of what the magazine tries to achieve. This is 
what the winner of the competition has to say



 The Editorial Board of Edthral 2020 is grateful to the following students for their Art Work which has gone 
into the making of the Back Cover Design for the magazine. 1. Hritika Nath of  XII Commerce A, 2. Ipshita Deb of 
XII Science B., 3. Diksha Saikia of  XII Commerce B and 4. V. Drishti Rao of  XII Science D.
 The Editorial Team is deeply appreciative towards Hritika Nath of XII Commerce A, Shraddha Dutta of XI 
Commerce A, Karishma Bhorali of XI Science B and A. S Soyarphi of XII Arts B for making their note worthy  
entries for the Magazine Cover Design.





Editorial Note
2020! A year which has been one like no other, one which treated everyone with their 
parcels of good and bad, is the year which will prove to be memorable to everyone. We are 
extremely happy to present to you Edthral 2020.  Yes! Edthral, a lot has changed this year 
and so has the name of our magazine, then called “The Edmundian.”
       'Edthral' as the name suggests is derived from the words 'Edmundian' and 'Enthral' is a 
potpourri of enthralling pieces of poetry, prose, art and photography. The year of 2020 has 
been quite challenging for all of us, where we have witnessed everything from real to 
virtual. There has been a total transforma�on in our lifestyle in ways one cannot imagine 
where people were locked in their houses and terms like "Social Distancing" and 
"Sani�za�on" came into the limelight. Here at St. Edmund's Higher Secondary School apart 
from impar�ng virtual educa�on, several online assemblies, compe��ons and 
programmes, keeping in mind the extracurricular aspect of learning and educa�on, were 
organized. The contents of this magazine are witnesses to the fact that no one here lacks 
talent and that everyone has the capacity to capture the essence of their unique thoughts 
in different forms of art and literature. With 2020 and its millions of changes, we had to 
work out ways to live up to the high benchmark of the magazine, and hence we shi�ed 
from class photographs to passport picture collages, from real compe��ons for the cover 
page to virtual ones. It was no doubt a slight task to shi� from plain paper no�ces and 
announcements to virtual posters and online coordina�on, but we worked it all and here 
we present to you Edthral, a magazine which is one like no other.

We the student editorial board are genuinely grateful to one and all who have 
contributed their authen�c and astounding ingenuity in the nature of poems, 
stories ,essays and many more narra�ve and visual cra�s. Their aesthe�c crea�vity 
has been of immense and excellent support to The Edthral's victorious flourishing. 
No ma�er the amount of accolades we impart among one another as students, 
these opportuni�es would have not taken shape without the wisdom and guidance 
of our dear teachers, Mrs. Rashmi Pa�r, Mrs. Rachel E.Lyngdoh, Miss Rita Dhar , 
Mrs. Sangeeta Roy, Miss Aadrita Chakravorty, Mrs. Josephine Syiem, Miss Merville 
Mawlong, Mrs.Delsi B. Syngkon and Miss Daiarisa Nongbet. We would also like to 
thank our respected Principal Br. A.F Pinto and Headmistress Mrs. Sherly 
Alexander whose support made this endeavour achievable.
 Lastly, the Editorial Board would like to say that although 2020 was quite not what 
everyone had in mind, we were able to make memories together of our last days of high 
school through the Edthral. We hope that a�er ten or twenty years later, you will all s�ll 
remember these days fondly.
“Youth is happy because it has the ability to see beauty. Anyone who s�ll has the ability to 
see beauty will never grow old”. – Franz Ka�a

With great joy and content we present to you, 
Edthral 2020. Happy Reading!!



STUDENT EDITORS

AME U TOSHAN LYNGDOH NONGBSAP 12 SCIENCE C AS SAYORPHI 12 ARTS B

BANRIAKOR NONGSIEJ 12 SCIENCE C BENHESEDH EDRICH THABAH 12 COMMERCE B CALVIN D SUCHIANG 12 SCIENCE D

HAME SATEI LAWAI 12 COMMERCE A JANOVI HAJONG 12 SCIENCE A LUELLA GABRIELLA M SHABONG 12 SCIENCE A

MADHURJYA PATHAK 12 ARTS A TISHA SHULLAI 12 SCIENCE B VAKKALAGADDA DRISHTI RAO 12 SCIENCE D
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 A school should not only function in pursuance of academic excellence, but must 
also aim at motivating and empowering the students to become “leaders in every field”. 
The goal of education should always be the creation of life-long learners who can 
become the agents of change and make meaningful contributions to society. As 
educators, in St. Edmund's, it should be our commitment to create a niche for ourselves 
as responsible and accountable individuals dedicated to the creation of independent 
citizens who will be endowed with the Edmundian values and ethos- values and ethos 
that have withstood the test of time and have been the guiding light for all Edmundians in 
their quest for excellence.

As the world goes through a torrid time of pandemic, in St. Edmund's too we have 
braced ourselves to face the challenge in consonance with the health and other related 
protocols in place. But the dark days of the dreaded Corona have not really dented the 
spirit of a group of wonderful people, teachers and students alike, who have not only 
been playing their role as teachers and learners to perfection, but are also wide awake of 
their responsibilities in ensuring that all co-curricular activities are not left on the back 
burner; the publication of this magazine, Edthral, being a case in point.  

I am confident that this never-say-die attitude of our students and their teachers 
would go a long way in sustaining the quality, wholesome education that we intend to 
impart here in St. Edmund's Higher Secondary.  A school magazine, one must 
remember, is not just a record of events and achievements of the school; it defines the 
character of the institution which in turn shapes the lives of those who are a significant 
part of it. To that end, dear teachers and students, you all are examples for others to 
emulate.

PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE 

“EDUCATION IS NOT THE LEARNING OF FACTS,
BUT THE TRAINING OF THE MIND TO THINK” 

- Albert Einstein.

Br. A. F. Pinto CFC
Principal

Congratulations one and all! God bless!

th Quoting Albert Einstein, arguably the greatest thinker of the 20  Century, at the 
beginning of my message is actually an unsubtle attempt to drive home to our young 
learners the real purpose of education. Education finds its wings in our ability to think and 
recognize what each one of us is made of and how best we make use of the opportunities 
that come our way.



HEADMISTRESS' MESSAGE

 As we begin a new year, a reection of the tumultuous sequence of events 
throughout 2020 has made us realize that we have experienced many rsts, from 
wearing a mask for long hours at a time to learning how to use online methods 
and platforms of teaching and learning for the rst time. It has been a learning 
experience for us all. Resilience is dened as “the ability of people or things to 
recover quickly after something unpleasant,” and this year has certainly shaped 
the way individuals, families and communities adapt to signicant changes. At 
the end of all this, these are some key takeaways or realizations which are to be 
kept in mind.
lThere is a nite amount of energy and time we have to create meaningful 
relationships and strengthen core relationships, and the pandemic reminded us 
that the relationships can be nurtured if adequate time and care is given.
lThe staggering pace of change accelerated by the pandemic has taught us to   
emerge with stronger skills for coping with change.
lThe pandemic's toll on mental health cannot be overstated It became 
increasingly important for us to have small check-ins with ourselves, friends, and 
family members. These reminders can go a long way, and being mindful of our 
own emotions will help us better tackle them. 
lAs the pandemic progressed, it became increasingly apparent the extent to 
which we are all interdependent and connected with one another. 
lEspecially in this time of economic uncertainty, it helped many people prioritize 
their budget. For example, an investment in a new hobby as opposed to material 
goods.

With all the challenges the past year has thrown at us, we have come a long 
way.
I congratulate the entire team, (the students of the Editorial Board and the 
teachers from the English and Khasi department) and all those who have 
contributed, for their hard work and dedication for coming up with the  magazine 
during this different and difcult time. Keep up the good work always.

With warm wishes and Blessings from the Almighty.

Sherly Alexander
Headmistress

“LIFE DOESN'T GET EASIER OR MORE FORGIVING,
WE GET STRONGER AND MORE RESILIENT.”



TEACHER'S DAY, 2020

          Teacher's Day is a day that all pupils and teachers look forward to annually. This marvellous event 
thwas celebrated on the 5  of September, 2020 organized by the students and Coordinators of St. 

Edmund's Higher Secondary School. Despite the barriers caused by the pandemic, the day saw a grand 
celebra�on via the virtual pla�orm, Google Meet. Our honourable principal, Br. A.F. Pinto, headmistress, 
Mrs. Sherly Alexander, the teaching staff, prefects and some students of the school a�ended the 
programme which began at 10:00 am and ended at 10:30 am.

All the prefects and students had to be in their school uniform. The teachers were all 
looking bright and cheerful while wishing each other and being wished by their students 
before the commencement of the event. At 10:00 am sharp, the event started off with a 
warm welcome speech given by Calvin A. Suchiang of XII Science D, who was also the 
master of ceremony. He spoke about the core reason why we celebrate this special day, a 
day  to honour our teachers for their �reless efforts and thanking them for all that they 
have done for us.
           It was followed by a Bible reading from the Gospel of John 15:1-8 and a solemn and 
meaningful prayer by Benhesedh Edrich Thabah of XII Commerce B.          
          Subsequently, the master of ceremony called upon our honourable principal, Br. A.F 
Pinto to deliver his address. Br. Pinto started off his speech quo�ng Einstein, “I am not 
talented but curious,” and with that, he delivered an enthralling speech highligh�ng the 
teachers' perseverance. He thanked them affec�onately for their eminent dedica�on 
especially during these difficult �mes. 

Banriakor Nongsiej
(XII Science C)

Luella Gabriella 
M. Shabong (XII Science A)



TEACHER'S DAY, 2020
A student from XII Science A, 

Luella G. Shabong, recited her beau�ful self-composed poem, 
“To You, My Teacher”

An ordinary man will offer a child bread to eat for a single meal
But a teacher will teach a child to bake bread which is absolutely a greater deal!

If being a teacher isn't a superpower, then tell me what is?
Copious pa�ence being a priority in every teacher's list.

If no one has told you this dear teacher, 
Your pacifying heart, your soulful smile and those stern but loving eyes are your best 

features.
You teach us to be persistent when things get rough,

And that the gi� of kind words and love is just enough.
Valuing �me and punctuality as they're utmost precious
With our procras�na�on being excep�onally obnoxious.

You make us feel worthwhile.
Because of you, we are familiar to genuine laughter and smiles.

With immense knowledge oozing from every lesson,
You bring out the best in every student.

Every word that binds to form your speech
Breathes wisdom for our soaring minds to reach.

You are the reason to everything we've accomplished and become,
Be it academics or extra curriculum.

From classroom walls , to chalks and markers, to black boards and white boards-
Your responsibility is a he�y load.

You're the reason we can aim for the stars that wrap up the galaxy,
Chasing far hopes and dreams, escaping every boundary.

Igni�ng the low flames of our soul's fire,
Your efforts determine the fate of an unpredictable future.

We're fortunate to have received guidance.
Oh, how significant is your existence!

So, with an apprecia�ve cage-confined heart,
And a few lines of gra�tude, this is a message for you that we pupils impart.

This poem exemplifies the emo�ons of a student towards her teachers, apprecia�ng 
them and thanking them for guiding and moulding their lives.
          The celebra�on ended with a vote of thanks offered by Emerene Kharpan of XII 
Commerce B. She thanked all the par�cipants as well as the teachers for a�ending the 
programme and making it a success. She also men�oned the videos that had been 
prepared for the teachers by students as an addi�on to this virtual celebra�on. She 
ended her vote of thanks with a cap�va�ng quote, “A teacher is like a candle; it consumes 
itself to light its way for others.”



thSt. Edmund's Higher Secondary School had organised an Online Extempore Speech Compe��on on the 26  June 

2020, through a virtual pla�orm, Google Meet, pertaining to the closure of the school due to the Covid-19 

pandemic. The compe��on started at 10:00 am and ended at 12:10 pm.
 Our principal, Br. A.F. Pinto, headmistress, Mrs. Sherly Alexander Pradeep, the school co-ordinators, 

Mrs. Shobha Roy and Miss Rita Dhar, the teachers of the English Department, Mrs. Rashmi Pa�r, Mrs. Sangeeta 
Roy, Mrs. Rachel Lyngdoh and Miss Merveille Mawlong, other teachers, Mrs. Ivinda Manner, Mrs.Lalduhawmi, 
Mrs.Zebalda Dkhar, Sir Felix Rymbai and Sir Anthony Rai, were present during the event. Mrs. Alexander, Mrs. 
Shobha and Miss Rita were the judges for the compe��on. 

The event started with the welcome address by Mrs. Sangeeta, followed by a prayer. The rules and 
guidelines of the compe��on were read by Ms. Merveille and Mrs.Rachel respec�vely. There were 27 
par�cipants in the compe��on and each one of them showed excellent dic�on and calibre. 

The par�cipants were asked to choose a number from 1-61 where they were allo�ed the topics in respect 
to the number selected by them. The par�cipants were given 30 seconds to think and 2 minutes to express their 
thoughts a�er which a bell was rung indica�ng them to conclude their speech. Students were given topics ranging 
from Current Affairs, General Knowledge to that of personal a�achment and feelings.   

This year, the compe��on was very interes�ng and of a very high level. Almost all the speeches were of 
high standard and the content of each was rich in thought, analysis and opinion.

The compe��on ended with a vote of thanks given by Mrs. Sangeeta  a�er which Br. Pinto added a few 
words of encouragement and gra�tude. The result was announced in the evening.

The judging process could have been very difficult for the judges but a decision had to be made. Nukutulu 
Rhakho, of Class XII Arts (B) bagged the first prize with her speech on “Conspiracy Theories”. A speech on “Real 
India is visible in villages” by V. Drish� Rao of Class XII Science (D) came second and Mekelle Jodie Kharkongor of 
Class XII Commerce (A) came third with her speech on “Gardening is the need of the hour”.  The winners 
displayed excellent dic�on, use of emo�ons and gestures which helped to hammer home the meaning of their 
words.

The effort of the school really need to be extolled for organizing such a compe��on during this pandemic 
when most ins�tutes failed to provide basic assistance to their students. We would like to thank our principal, the 
headmistress and our teachers for the ini�a�ve to engage us in such a beau�ful programme. Long live SEHSS!!

V. Drish� Rao
(XII Science D)

Madhurjya P. Pathak
(XII Arts A)

Hame Dateiskhem Lawai
(XII Commerce A)

ONLINE EXTEMPORE
COMPETITION- 2020



INDEPENDENCE 
DAY CELEBRATION 2020

The Social Justice and Advocacy Unit, St. Edmund's Higher Secondary School 
th

had organised an assembly to commemorate the 74  Independence Day of India on 
th15  August, 2020, using a virtual platform, Google Meet pertaining to the closure of 

the school due to the Covid-19 situation. Our Principal, Br. A.F. Pinto, Headmistress, 
Mrs Sherly Alexander, Social Justice and Advocacy Unit co-ordinators (Mrs. Pooja 
Sharma, Mrs. Angela Warkhyllew), the teachers and the class prefects of the school 
were present. The event started at 10:00 am and ended at about 10:30 am.

The students were all dressed in their traditional attire, bringing out the feel of 
true love for our country and culture. The event started at 10.00am with the welcome 
address given  by Madhurjya P. Pathak, where he spoke about the real essence of 
Indian Independence. In his address, he also spoke about the true meaning of 
patriotism, filling the hearts of everyone present with a sense of sheer pride, 
patriotism and fraternal love.

This was followed by a bible reading done by Trisha Alison Nongkynrih, a 
prayer by Kennedy Vaiphei and Waphira Hadem then sang a hymn. After this, V. 
Drishti Rao announced about the various events that were going to be held to 
celebrate the day. She announced about a Google Form quiz that was open for anyone 
to take part and she also launched the Mask For All Movement, an initiative of the 
Social Justice and Advocacy Unit to provide masks to the needy people of our 
surroundings. After this, Subhankar Deb Roy gave a vote of thanks. We all then stood 
up and sang the National Anthem. 
 Our Principal, Br. A.F. Pinto also thanked and praised the team for such a 
successful effort. Various teachers too praised the team and everyone exchanged 
wishes for the day.
The efforts and hard work of the team was highly commendable, as despite the 
difficulties and challenges faced at a difficult time they put up a great show bringing a 
balance between both work and play.  We would like to thank our Principal, 
Headmistress, teachers and the team because of whom we were able to be a part of 
such a great programme. 

                                          V. Drishti Rao (XII Science D)             Madhurjya P. Pathak (XII Arts A)





ST. EDMUND'S
FEAST DAY 2020

 St Edmund's Higher secondary had organised its annual 
ndfeast day on the 22  of august 2020 via Google meet. The day 

marked not only the feast of our mother Mary but also the one 
year anniversary of our newly established higher secondary 
school building. Despite the ongoing pandemic ravaging across 
the entire world, our  Edmundians made sure no stumbling block 
came in the way of the celebration. The function was attended by 
Br. A.F Pinto, Headmistress Shirley Alexander and the entire 
teaching faculty, including the prefects and other students who 
played a helping hand in making the event a success. Miss 
Florence Blah, Sir Timothy Rynjah, Miss Ivinda Manner and 
Miss Ibanpdianglin Kharwanlang were the lead instructors of the 
event. Melvy Kharphuli of XII Arts A was the gracious host for 

the event. The function was scheduled for 10:00 a.m. sharp so everyone were asked to join 5 
minutes prior to the start of the event-just as the clock struck 10 Br. Pinto recalled last year's 
feast day and a brief moment of nostalgia clouded everyone's mind.

 We kick started the event with a prayer of gratitude by Melvy followed by a special, 
originally composed poem recitation by Nehal Gurung of XII Science B. The poem spoke about 
the true meaning of being an Edmundian, and the values and virtues attached to the role. In a 
nutshell the poem was an elegant expression of gratitude to the school. The next item presented 
was a brief narration of the higher secondary's history since its birth a decade ago i.e. 2010.The 
narration was done by Cammy D Tongper of XII Science D and narrative traced back the 
accounts of former brothers, rectors and principals who made the school what it is today. It 
emphasized on the various achievements made by the school. The narration was not only a 
pleasant inclusion into the event but also an important reminder of our institution's history as 
many students, former and present, are unacquainted with this.

The Principal Br. A.F Pinto then expressed his  appreciation for the teachers and students of the 
institution saying that he couldn't be grateful enough for the efforts carried out by the teachers 
throughout the history of St.Edmund's Higher Secondary School. The Principal also 
congratulated Nehal Gurung for his heart warming recitation of the poem earlier in the function.

 Just as the auspicious event came to a conclusion Miss Rita Dhar (the coordinator) proposed the 
vote of thanks to all the attendees and expressed her gratitude towards all the instructors and 
students for their hard work in making the day commemorable.

Sir Timothy Rynjah then concluded with the school anthem marking the end of the blissful 
virtual gathering.

Calvin A. Suchiang
XII Science D



Virtual Environment Day.
2020

M. Kishan Singha (XII Arts A)            Trisha Alison Nongkyrih(XII Arts B)

 2020 was definitely THE year of online school, not just for those who opted for it but for almost 
every student across the globe. The students of St. Edmund's Higher Secondary School were of no 
exception. Therefore, the Social Justice And Advocacy Club took it upon themselves to hold a Virtual 
Environment Day Celebration.
 Plans were made, and it was decided that they would make a video, conduct a quiz and hold an 
assembly.
 The video was centred around the theme,"Time For Nature". Various members of the Social 
Justice And Advocacy Club took part in the video. The introduction was given by Trisha Alison 
Nongkynrih of XII Arts B, followed by a heartfelt poem written and recited by V. Drishti Rao of XII Sc. 
D. This was then superceded by showing handmade posters by other members, and a rap song about the 
environment written, composed and performed by Subhankar Deb Roy of class XII Sc. D. A few words 
were spoken by Madhurjya P Pathak of XII Arts A, Brother Pinto, Headmistress Sherly Alexander and 
finally, the Club's animators, Miss Pooja Sharma and Miss Angela Warkhyllew. The video was edited by 
M. Kishan Singha of XII Arts A and it was circulated among the official class groups by the class teachers.
The assembly was conducted at 10. am in the morning via online platform(zoom). It was attended by our 
Principal, Br. A. F. Pinto and Headmistress, Mrs. Sherly Alexander along with other teachers; various 
prefects and core members of the Social Justice under the guidance of the Advocacy unit Co-
ordinators(Miss. Pooja Sharma & Miss. Angela Warkyllew). The assembly started with a warm 
introduction by Subhankar Deb Roy informing everyone about the programs to be executed. Two prayers 
were led by Madhurjya P Pathak and M.Kishan Singha respectively and then some beautiful hymns were 
sung by Shalisha Riang.A speech was also delivered by V. Drishti Rao on how that day was an 
opportunity for everyone to realize the responsibility to care for the Earth and to become agents of 
change. Lastly, the thought of the day was presented by Prashant Singh.
 Our Honourable Principal, Br. A. F. Pinto and Respected Headmistress,Mrs. Sherly Alexander 
acknowledged our great efforts and praised the whole SJC Team and its Advocacy unit for its 
commendable work. 
 Later, an online quiz set by V. Drishti Rao was circulated in every class group. As a mark of 
appreciation, a column was also published in 'The Shillong Times' referring to this unique celebration of 
Environment Day which was different from the previous years due to the corona virus pandemic. 



WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY QUIZ

XII



Hame Datei S.Lawai 
XII Commerce A

 St. Edmund's Higher Secondary School conducted the Orienta�on Programme 2020  
th th 

for the newly admi�ed students of the Arts, Science and Commerce Stream from 24  – 26
August 2020. This year the Orienta�on Programme was conducted virtually through an online 
pla�orm via Google Meet and the main objec�ve of the programme was to orient the parents 
and students of the virtue of academics, the rules and regula�ons of the Ins�tu�on and the 
need to ensure the performance and progress of the students.
The programme was held in different sessions depending on the different streams. In each 
session, the Principal of the school -Br. Adolph Pinto, Headmistress- Mrs Sherly Alexander 
Pradeep, Coordinators –Mrs. Shobha Roy and Miss Rita Dhar and the different subject 
teachers of the respec�ve classes were present at the programme.
 The programme commenced with a prayer and some quota�ons from the Bible, the 
Bhagavad Gita and the Quran by the Class Teachers of the respec�ve classes. Followed by the 
prayer, the Principal of the school  Br. A. Pinto gave the inaugural address. He welcomed the 
students and they were given an introduc�on with regards to the ins�tu�on. He stressed and 
discussed extensively that good contact should be developed between the teachers and the 
parents and students. The Principal commented that hard work is the only key to achieving 
success as it teaches us discipline, dedica�on and determina�on. Hard work is definitely more 
important because it is only through hard work that we achieve our goals in life.
 This was immediately followed by the introduc�on of staff members (teaching as well as 
non-teaching staff) by the Headmistress of the school, Mrs. Sherly Alexander Pradeep.This was 
done to familiarize the new learners and parents with the subject teachers. The students were 
then presented by the School Coordinators with a presenta�on of the ins�tu�on which gave 
them a very comprehensive idea about the School's history, its mo�o and its reputa�on and 
accomplishments. The presenta�on focused on important points to be taken into account, 
norms and rules that the students were expected to follow; facili�es and opportuni�es 
provided by the ins�tu�on. They were also briefed on the expecta�ons of the school towards 
the students and the expected ethical conduct that the students are to follow in virtual classes. 
A Vote of Thanks by the teachers-in-charge concluded the formal programme.
 The Orienta�on Programme has proven to be a genuine a�empt made by the school 
to educate and direct the new students towards a be�er future. It marks a posi�ve start to 
a new session as it assures the new students that they have made a good choice in selec�ng 
St. Edmund's Higher Secondary School.

Orientation Programme
2020



Orientation Programme
2020



WORLD SUICIDE PREVENTION DAY

The beautiful world made by God,
Is a heaven for everyone, everywhere is free 
The one thing that has never been thought; 
Is why still are not satisfied to disagree.
Nevertheless, it has all been arrived 
From California to Kyoto Japan, 
Developed nations are facing this incident; 
Resistance and hope can help to self-defend.
With senseless fear to face the life, 
Drugs, Depression, Blackmail have arrived
To which things are made to hide
And the only way seems to be Suicide.

Dead in bed and accidents are tolerable;
There's no way out for the troublesome 
 Compromise and make things comfortable,
Otherwise, things are more likely to random.
Target being those who lost the hope,
Frightening things that one remembers;
With no interest in anything, limited support had disheartened the family 
members.
Humans are lucky, intelligent to be,
Unlimited powers dominating on fellow creatures,
Some things are misused, all had agreed
But the Suicide mistake has not been made by the animals.

Working together with positive mind,
Happiness, jolly, smart, kind
Life is not easy, nor hard,
Depending on the thinking of one. 

There has been full of happiness and joy
Suddenly one heard the bad news of pain,
Whether victim would be a girl or boy;
And the future will be no profit, nor gain.
Great superstars, businessmen and sportsmen
No one predicts their one's own future, 
They took part in the game of pain, 
And lead a way hell to venture. 
Possess a strong character and to be fear of what,
Hallucination and mirage occur too much;
Not a single person loves to get hurt, With no more in hungry, when time 
for lunch.
Let's make this incident never to happen,
With peace and harmony should be tighten,
As it makes early age way to heaven
Rise above hate to end the main frighten.

Working Together To Prevent Suicide

Ankit Thapa
XI Arts B



WORLD SUICIDE PREVENTION DAY

 “Place your hand over your heart, can you feel it? That is called 
purpose. You're alive for a reason so don't ever give up." This is a 
quote I stumbled upon while looking up on the topic, and I just have 
to say, it is 'Beautiful'.
 Eight hundred thousand. That's the number of people dying 
from suicide each year. One, every forty seconds. Had they had 
another minute where they could have been reached out to, that 
number would have been significantly much lower. We all have a 
purpose and through this article, we will be talking about how we can achieve this 
purpose.
Suicide, as we know it, is the act of taking someone's own life, brought about by 
many factors. Genetic, psychological, social and cultural risk factors - acute or long 
term. Suicide attempt is a complex act, which is unique for every individual, 
culminating in the end of life. Depression is the most common psychiatric disorder in 
people who die by suicide.
 Depression is but a medical illness and can be treated,
Psycho-therapy and counselling help in recovery.
 However, to some, that feeling of fear and shame and the feeling of being a 
burden keeps them from receiving help ultimately leading to suicide attempts. Here 
is where we come in.
 A person suffering from depression, or any illness for that matter, can 
sometimes be noticed by simple changes in their behaviour, habits, speech pattern, 
sudden closed personality. Take a minute and say "How are you?", or an "Are you 
okay?". Many do not realize this but such a simple gesture can have a huge impact on 
the person and will lead them to opening up and achieve proper care to help them 
combat their suicidal tendencies.
 Not "I know what you're going through", but rather," I'd like you to tell me 
about it.". Lend them your ear and time. We all have a role to play, as family 
members, friends, and acquaintances. Getting rid of the stigma against mental illness 
plays a crucial role in helping someone. Maturity is what is needed in such times. As 
with compassion, genuine care, concern and the will to assist.
 Be responsible citizens. Selfless and caring; compassionate yet mature. Take a 
minute and reach out to someone in need, for it will change their world. I conclude 
with the same opening sentence, "Place your hand over your heart, can you feel it? 
That is called purpose. You're alive for a reason so don't ever give up.".

Kmenlang Rymbai.
XI Science C.

Take A Minute



WORLD SUICIDE PREVENTION DAY

 With all of me, I hope you move forward with hope. I hope 
you find hope inside your heart, because it is there no matter what 
you may bare. I hope you pray with passion to the heaven that 
exists in your entire being when you feel blinded by confusion. I 
hope you trust in all of your capabilities, because your capabilities 
are endless. I hope you open your heart wider than golden gates. I 
hope you surrender. Surrender to the journey your soul is on. Flow 
with it. You are an open ocean – waving, crashing, rising, giving 
life to all life around you. Thank you for being you. Your journey is 
an open ocean. When you close your eyes and see yourself, I hope you see your 
horizon. I hope you see the endless, breathless beauty of who you are. You are making 
it to the horizon of your ocean. Maybe, actually, you've been walking along your 
horizon this whole time. Maybe, actually, you're not sinking, you're sailing. I hope 
you open your heart to possibility. When you are fearful of your future and doubt your 
abilities, I hope you hold on. Possibility means something is unknown – but there is 
chance connected to the outcome. Possibility means there is always hope. I hope you 
repeat that you are climbing a mountain that has never been touched, but you are 
making it to the top. You are making it to the top of your personal mountain and you 
can climb. Even when it hurts, you're climbing and that is strength. With all of me, if 
you lose hope, I hope you fall to your hands and knees and repeat like a 
brokenhearted-record that this is not the end of your journey. If you lose hope, I hope 
you place your hands on your heart and say, “Thank you for keeping me alive, 
precious beating heart.”

 With all of me, I believe in you. I may be a stranger, but all souls exist from the 
same Love and that Love connects us. We are connected. We are in this together. I 
believe in you. Remind someone you believe in them if you hear this. I hope you hold 
your past tightly in your hands, but then through focused thought, see yourself 
releasing it. Release the heartaches, the regrets, the traumas, the memories. They may 
come up again, but with every release they disintegrate more. You will come to a 
moment where you realize your past doesn't hold you anymore. And you will cry. And 
you will notice a new you. Maybe this moment has already happened and you don't 
even know it. Healing is never as far as it seems. Maybe it's happening right now. A 
new you is becoming. Reflect for a moment. Refresh. Now breathe forward holding 
hope in your hands. 

Melvy Gracia Kharphuli 
XII ARTS 'A'

HOPE



WORLD SUICIDE PREVENTION DAY

There are smiles unnoticed,
There are tears unseen.
Our eyes see what they wish to,
And our ears hear what they want.
Humans really are two faced,
We show a self we really aren't.
Some hide their cries but show their 
smiles, Some show their cries and hide 
their smiles.
We see and hear what's shown to us,
But our voices never lie,
A few words exchanged,
Can stop someone's cry.
The mind is a lotus that blooms in light,
And closes when it's dark,
Let's be the light in someone's life,
And keep the lotus blooming beautiful 
and bright.

V. Drishti Rao
XII Science D

Hidden smiles and hidden cries

Reach out and help those in need, Let them 
vent and then repent, Let us as humans help 
prevent, the feelings that lead to an end. 
Help those in need, and those who are fine,
Create happiness and positivity all around,
Let joy for all be your song.
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Fric�on is not some dark, dangerous thing we have to avoid contact with.

Without it, nothing would  change.

Fric�on is what pulls our greatness out from under the sheets

and invites us to grow from our broken cracks and crevices.

Some�mes this looks like le�ng go

And some�mes, even le�ng in!

Fric�on breaks our hearts open to a new capacity for receiving.

It brings us down to our knees of clarity,

allowing us to gather what is le� in our hands.

Only opening our palms wide enough

to hold what is valuable and in alignment with who we are now.

And here, a�er we have cleared the river,

We emerge into a being that is stronger, so�er, more loving and grateful.

It is our most challenging seasons,

That serve as our greatest teachers.

To Clear The River

POETRY SECTION

-Hame D.S Lawai, XII Commerce A



Deep down I think-
I know where heaven is.
Maybe it's up above; 
where angels live.
And hymns echo eternally.
Maybe its wherever you are;
In this world of many lands.
Home to me is myself;
My own sha�ered yet youthful heart.
My very own skin.
Yet. Yet somehow, 
It's different in your arms.
It's different when we talk.
When we share all our grey moments;
And combine them into conversa�ons.
I guess Heaven is in you.
No, you may not always take away,
These scary moments of blue;
Or cry me a river when my heart lives in drought;
But your love leaves no room for doubt.
No, Heaven can be up there,
Where cloudless skies rests everywhere,
And angelic voices fill the horizon,
But down here, where storms roar;
And chaos seems to exist for forever-
There I find my Heaven,
There I find Heaven in you.
My perfect li�le world, 
With your arms as olive's branches,
Always conquering my deepest fears,
Allowing me to taste my chances.
And for those angelic voices,
That echoes in heaven up there,
Right here, I have your words-
Reviving my once broken heart,
To become aware of it's worth.
So you see, Heaven is you for me.
For all the reasons quite possible, 
This one is my favorite;
It is quite impossible to not find heaven in you.
Sincerely,
Daffni.

(Dedicated to the people who are in my life.)

HEAVEN IN YOU
Daffni Kharkongor, XII Arts B



There's a history to the people 
around me I haven't yet studied.
All the epochs that made them 
the people they are,
I haven't yet learned.
I once read somewhere, ������
stories gain power with every retelling.
It's the hundredth �me
I've turned the clock to my own story,
striking all the lost feelings again.
But I forget each �me,
for I am human and so very flawed.
I forget, 
that my story will only be a story 
without the people around me.
Oh I forget, 
that history is not just one story –
but a life�me of stories.

– To the civilisa�ons I never cared to learn about.

Nukutulu Rhakho, XII Arts B

HISTORY



Iairiakor Kharnaior, XII Science A

LIFE
Like a ship in the ocean,

Through time our life sails.

Through the calm and the chaos,

It goes without fail.

Our destination awaits

Through obstacles we strive,

Which one do we choose, to embrace or rebel?

Challenges topple one over the other,

These do decide our best version ever.

For there is no return in the journey of life,

To ponder over the past or future is a waste.

This life should be lived and loved in the present

Embracing the gifts, our best and loved ones.

One should live life, and live

Each moment as if it were the last.

HEY

Hey, have I told you the story of the little girl

Who longed for the stars,

Who wanted to dance like the moon,

Who wanted to sing like the  rivers,

Who wanted to seize all the fireflies,

Who wanted to be caught in pages?

Hey, have I told you the story of a home

Filled with the warmth of a loving figure

And another cloaked in kindness,

That bore four little charms

Whom I'd come to learn about, but one?

Hey, have I told you the story of a pearl

With no superpowers, but succeeded to win a heart

With solely silence and a turn of nothing?

Lahun Lartang, XII Science A



I am a vic�m of the unfairness of life

So it doesn't make sense when you tell me that

Life flows in infinite cycles as it is meant to

Because what I know for a fact is that in the end 

So much of life comes down to the unsa�sfying formula of good and bad luck

Therefore I am skep�cal when you say that

Life is a mesmerizing, wonderful and splendid gi�

And I will always keep in mind that

The sharp edges of life will never be smoothened by my kind deeds

So I am incredulous when you tell me that 

Life itself is a privilege

Because  at the end of the day no ma�er what

Living life can only be solely mundane

And I will never believe that

Life can be miraculous

Because whenever I am immersed in my thoughts I always think 

Is life really that unfair?

(Now read from the bo�om to the top)

LIFE IS UNFAIR
Amelia Rempuii Renthlei, XII Arts A



Thou did not give us birth but kept us all alive.
Thou never complain, never grumble,
Caring is thy duty and loving is thy beauty.

Mother Nature, thou art the living of all creatures,
From the �niest ant to the enormous whale
Thou can feel pain to any extent,  just to see us happy. 

Mother Nature, thy incomparable beauty:
Kindness in thine eyes, gentleness in thine smile,
And innocence in thy laugh.

Mother Nature, the ground we first walk
The air we first breathe, the breeze we first felt,
Thou present in all of it. 

Mother Nature, from all thine children, we are thy favourite. 
Every �me thou see us hur�ng our siblings, thou do nothing,
Hoping that one day we will change.

Mother Nature,  thou see it all, thou see how thine children die every single day,
Thy heart breaks like a glass and its pieces sha�ers all around 
Yet there is nobody to pick it, and thy tears itself dry, for there is nobody there to wipe.

Mother Nature, thou cannot be seen,
Cannot be touched, cannot be heard,
But can only be felt.

Mother Nature, can only be felt through love, love within you,
She can be seek through peace, inner peace within you.
And seek her with purity, generosity and sincerity.

Mother Nature, thou art lessons of life.
The beginning and ending of life,
And the purity of love.

Mother Nature,  love her or she may leave.
Preserve her or she may die
Because she is a blessing from the unknown. 

Delicia Lyngdoh, XI Arts B

MOTHER NATURE



Mothers' wombs bear out blessings; 

News to every family, some happy tidings. 

"Life is a race", that's what they have been told, 

"Golden isn't always gold" they learn as they grow. 

They toil and prosper, diligent though they fall. 

These four-limped creatures what do you call? 

In sorrow and pain, salty droplets from eyes forced,

High level of stress turns to frustration and clouting doors.

Wrap arms round another and lips on another's to show affection

And unexplained scenarios evolve to detestation.

They find hobbies to keep busy and distract their minds

Or listen to melodies to laze and from anxiety to resign. 

When two of them meet and get acquainted,

Share deepest of secrets to darkest of memories shaded.

Then a bond is formed; fated for one another, 

He gets on his knees and asks her to be his forever.

Vows have been said, another family is born! 

Life isn't always Rainbows and one another they must hold on. 

Yes they have lived and make most of their lives,

But a day back to the soil they will arrive. 

They shouldn't provoke it as it's inevitable,

Death is a word that shouldn't be mis-labled. 

These humans may come and humans may go;

They will be gone but stay unforgotten shadows.

                                             ~ 

HUMAN
Freddy Lyngdoh, XII Science C



My daughter in your way of living,
You misused her but she ended up forgiving.

My son was there for testing your ability,
Saving him was your responsibility.

I spent all day, all night crying,
I had fallen apart but still trying.

I no longer looked bright
The way I was broken is just like I had fallen from a great height.

To my creations you showed your rage,
That is the reason today you are put into the cage.

You will be whole heartedly welcomed again,
Once you start realising,

To protect my buildings and keep it away from all the pain
And treat it the way you treat your fame.

Voice of the Earth
Rai Paul, XII Commerce B

THREE THINGS

Three things which do not come back after they are Released:
Arrow from a Bow,
Words from the Mouth and Soul from the Body.
Three things that are most Important in life:
Love, Respect and Forgiveness.
Three things that should always be under Control:
Mind, the Self and Jealousy. 
Three things in life that Destroys a Person:
Pride, Ego and Hatred.
Three things in life that must be Respected:
Mother, Father and Teacher. 
Three things in life which do not wait for anyone:
Time, Customer and Death.
Three things in life that do not determine your Self Worth:
Your Mistakes,Your Failure and Your Appearance. 
Three things in life that we should Chase after:
Beauty of God, Glory of God and Praise of God.
                                                     

Tihmuhchynnami Pohswet, XII Science A



And some�mes,

In the wilderness of things;

My heart falls easily 

Into its winter season.

And ever so o�en;

I doubt if certain winters come to an end.

I know every soul must taste each season,

I know one must drown in rain;

To admire summer's sun.

But when you've swam for so long;

In surfaces far from home,

You get lost in hurricanes,

You crumble under mountains.

I like to think that souls like you and I 

Could survive these winter �mes

For more than once or twice;

So we taste winter in our soul,

Ever so frequently. 

But I cannot say,

That I do not dream of spring and summer days.

But wilderness of things,

Taught me how to love;

Some season, some people

From a certain distant,

Even spring and summer days.

SUMMER'S SUN
Daffni Kharkongor,  XII Arts B



The wind ra�les like a snake 
in its shedding skin.
The stream shallows deeper,
and the rest sleep within.
While mother earth awakens
from its trance of humanity,
my thoughts whirled like 
an exhausted anxiety,
rumbling and running
in mazes of the past,
troubled by the future,
mocked and harassed.
But inspite of all this,
it's our secret.
                
 
                 

THE NIGHT
Bernard Umsong, XI Arts B

TRAIN STATION

I've been thinking lately, 
life is just a big train journey 
with all mountains and 
heartbreaks along the way.
We've been travelling 
so many miles,
held together by slumbers 
and visions of be�er days.
It gets �ring some nights,
wai�ng for our sta�on to arrive –
but each Spring, 
the wind moves us along 
and we go on –
on this big train journey,
hoping our sta�on
arrives soon. 

Nukutulu Rhakho, XII Arts B



AFTER IT ALL ENDS

Coughs, Cold, Viruses and Flu
Bugs everywhere for me and you
To catch us out in wind and rain

Illness is here once again.

Sniffin' and Sneezin' hankies at hand
But then Coronavirus came to our land

It infected the Old, Young, Woman and Man
It's centre was a place called Wuhan.

It spread throughout the world
And made us stay in this underworld

It came to our country India 
Where none of us had any idea.

thOn 24  March 2020 India started their lockdown
Where people were restricted to move around

Men and Women can't go for work
Students are stuck doing their homework.

Hope is there for us 
Finding a vaccine is a must

Living in this pandemic is bad 
People don't worry or feel sad

Once a vaccine is out
There's no need for us to worry about
We will live our lives the same way
Where all can sing oh happy days!!

Hope is there for us
Where we all can remove our masks

Throwing them in the air on a celebration day
 Men, Women and Children finally will yell out hurray!!

 

Wandeenam Laloo,  XII Commerce B 



  

"She's a woman."
"Oh! such a hottie."
"She asks for it"
"She was out too late."
"Don't go out in that!"
And what more have you got to say?

"It's all her fault."
Yes it's hers, it's hers cause she trusts.
She sees them as brothers who'd protect her in need,
But they're just masked monsters, we've all heard of indeed.

"It's all okay cause she's a girl."
Yes it's okay, for her to be out late,
Wear what she wishes,
And talk to whom she likes.
What's not okay, you see, is to eye her like a toy!

"She asks for it."
Yes she does, she asks for protection,
And fearless strolls.
What she doesn't ask for you know, are those
Eerie eyes staring deep,
And cringe worthy voices calling names,
that makes the soul creep.

She's a woman,
She's the greatest form of strength,
She knows her rights and wrongs too well,
For you to come and tell.
Respect her a little, protect her more,
If you and I join hands together,
Things may not be the same anymore.

 She's a woman                          

V. Drishti Rao, XII Science D



                                                  
It's a small world they say, 
And we can do this if we may, 
It's the �me to wake up, 
To accept our responsibili�es, 
To do our deeds, 
It's �me to fight CORONA, 
And we can do this, if we may. 
Lockdowns here, lockdowns there
Seems hard to accept, 
But this is the only way, 
We are the great human race, 
And as the numbers are gaining pace
We need to get things to the right space. 
Staying home, not mee�ng friends, 
Isn't that hard at all, comrades, 
Let's take up the responsibility now, 
Create awareness and make some vows, 
Stay at home, away from people, 
Wash your hands and sani�ze. 
The measurers we take now, 
Will shape our tomorrow, 
Before the human race gets defeated, 
And loses the ba�le to the virus, 
Lets take our measurers, 
And win the ba�le 'cause we can!
Let all of us be responsible, 
Let us be accountable for the steps we take, 
We need not do this for too long, 
It's not going to take too long, 
We can fight the virus, 
We can save  our world. 
A few small  steps from here to there, 
Can cause a lot of despair, 
So stay at home, be posi�ve
Maintain hygiene, wash your hands, 
Together we can do this, 
All we need is to take a stand.
Be the mirror to the world,
Let your ac�ons speak for you, 
Together we can defeat the virus, 
Together we can save our world. 
All we need is to be indoors, 
Act judiciously, Take ac�ons, be the change,
COVID-19 will become history. 

 Yes We Can
V. Drishti Rao, XII Science D 
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PROSE SECTION

I
Ten autumns ago, we talked about how immature and crazy 
we had been in high school, 
and about those memories that kept lodging in our heads. 
He laughed when I reminded him of the time when he had
to pretend he was feeling nauseous so he could escape from the petrifying and severe 
MATH TEST. 
'It was one of my greatest achievements in high school!' he would proclaim.
He was this sweet, funny seventeen years old boy, rather poetic, 
and would always find mean words to get at me.
'You're like grapes, you know', he told me after our debate about me being 
swayed by jealousy when he talked to other girls.
'How?' I asked.

Sweet as grapes,
You sweeten the temper.
Your deeds, soaked in honey,
And your eyes stop the room;
Hauling you to my mind.

Sour as grapes,
You sadden me with a tint of clashes.
Assuredly, a spark of empathy will restore us.

Green as grapes,
You utter envy.
I'll not relinquish you.
I'll cage you in my poetry,
Though the world may call me greedy.
-he wrote in my diary.
He stood there, the used-to-be wild, delirious and silly boy of seventeen had now 
turned into a twenty-three year old, strong, determined and charming, and gazed at 
me with a wide smile as I descended from the stairs.
'I won't be gone long. I'll be back right before Christmas,' he declared when he had 
found out he had to go to Mumbai for his internship.
'Till Christmas?' I asked him with a tinge of melancholy. 'That's like, forever!'
'Come on, it's not forever. And when I return, I'll bring you the biggest Christmas 
tree!' he replied so assuredly.

Lahun Lartang, XII- Science-A

DEPRIVED OF US



II
Days seemed to pass by quickly. It was another autumn.
My heart fluttered when he got down on his knee and asked me to marry him- my 
ever so loving and good-looking high school crush!- and his dimples emerged on 
the corners of his smile as he looked at me with those ocean-like eyes that had 
always had the potential to conquer my heart.
He would sing me to sleep, crooning the best version of 'Yellow'.
'Wake up,' he whispered one morning. ' It's our ninth anniversary.'
A rose gold heart pendant necklace appeared when I opened the tiny box he had 
put in my hand. I gave him an album that had all of our moments in the previous years. 
It has been long, short, beautiful, happy nine years along with pinches of sadness, 
pain, heartbreaks and the one thing that has never changed: the support we have 
for each other.
What more can I ask for, really?
He cooks at times; and offers me what he calls his perfect dish, of beef and barley 
stew and his furtive seasonings.
He takes the kids to school, makes up bedtime stories, plays the guitar and does all 
things that can cheer them up.
We're happy. I'm happy; or at least, that's what I tell myself.
III
He survived. He did. I swear I can see us cherishing every moment we could 
have had. I can see him holding my hands and uttering those momentous, 
memorable and impeccable two words on our wedding day. I can see myself 
telling the story of how we met to the children we never had. I can see him 
playing tag with our kids in the back of the house we never got to share. 
I can see him lying on the couch on an exhausted Sunday evening, stretching 
his arms and legs. I can see us growing old together.
A decade ago, his sister called me. I could hear the agony in her voice as she told 
me about the plane from Mumbai that had crashed.
'No one survived,' she sobbed.
I felt my extremities trembling.
'He'll probably come home on New Year's,' she went on, 
her voice as bleak as her words.
But believe me, he's still alive. And on a cold winter day, 
I know, he'll come home with the biggest Christmas tree ever!



YOU ARE YOUR OWN SOULMATE

Melvy Gracia Kharphuli, XII Arts A

 The answer is you. You are everything that you have 
been hoping, looking and waiting for.
 You are your protector. You are your knight in shining 
armor. You are your fairy-tale.  You are your happily ever 
after. You are the unconditional love that you yearn for, its 
all within you.
 Create love within yourself first. The universe is here 
to aid and guide us on our journey through life, it will never 
just make things happen. You are the co-creator of your 
reality. The universe is an influx of reciprocity – we attract 
energy and experiences directly proportional to which we emit.
What happens if you change your perception of the events unfolding in your 
life? What if you change the dynamic of the space you occupy?
 When you change the way you think, you change your entire life. You 
consciously expand your connection to all living things. Growth begins with 
the understanding that everything you are in this moment is worthy of 
unconditional love. You've made mistakes, and you are worthy of forgiveness. 
The future has endless potential but our action ultimately decides how it will 
materialize. Create a future that's greater than anything you could have ever 
imagined  - love yourself fiercely, passionately, unapologetically. 
 Grow in love because the true nature of love is fluid, always changing. 
Grow with it, alongside it and in reflection of it.
Allow yourself to flow without judgement. Become acquainted with your soul 
song, your truth, your dreams and your desires.
You are your own soulmate.
 You are you partner in life. It is you. It has always  been you. Align with 
your heart internally and allow it to manifest externally with ease and freedom. 
Let love grow; uninterrupted by fear, obsession,  past trauma, insecurities, 
blocks and barriers. You will always be worthy of your unconditional love. 



Trauma is not your fault,
but healing is your responsibility. 

Melvy Gracia Kharphuli, XII Arts A
 What happened to you was not your fault.
It was not something you asked for, it was not something you deserved. 
What happened to you was not fair.
 You were merely collateral damage on someone else's warpath, an 
innocent bystander who got wrecked out of proximity.
 We are all trauma�zed by life, some of us from egregious wrongdoings, 
others by unprocessed pain and sidelined emo�ons. No ma�er the source, we 
are all handed a play of cards, and some�mes, they are not a winning hand.
Yet what we cannot forget is that even when we are not at fault, healing in the 
a�ermath will always fall on us – and instead of being burdened by this, we can actually learn to see 
it as a rare gi�.
 Healing is our responsibility, because if it isn't, an unfair circumstance becomes an unlived 
life.
Healing is our responsibility because unprocessed pain gets transferred to everyone around us, 
and we are not going to allow what someone else did to us become what we do to those we love.
Healing is our responsibility because we have this one life, this single shot to do something 
important.
 Healing is our responsibility because if we want our lives to be different, si�ng and wai�ng 
for someone else to make them will not actually change them. It will only make us dependent and 
bi�er.
 Healing is our responsibility because we have the power to heal ourselves, even if we have 
previously been led to believe we don't. 
 Healing is our responsibility because we are uncomfortable and our discomfort almost 
always signals a place in life in which we are slated to rise and transform. 
 Healing is our responsibility because every great person you deeply admire began with 
every odd against them, and learned their inner power was no match for the worst of what life 
could offer.
 Healing is our responsibility because “healing” is actually not returning to how and who we 
were before, it is becoming someone we have never been – someone wiser, someone stronger, 
someone kinder.
 When we heal, we step into the people we have always wanted to be. We are not only able 
to metabolize the pain, we are able to affect real change into our lives, in our families and in our 
communi�es. We are able to pursue our dreams more freely. We are able to handle whatever life 
throws at us, because we are self efficient and assured. We are more willing to dare, to risk, and to 
dream of broader horizons, ones we never thought we'd reach. 
The thing is that when someone else does something wrong and it affects us, we o�en sit around 
wai�ng for them to take the pain away, as though they could come along and undo what has been 
done.
 We fail to realize that in that hurt are the most important lessons of life, the fer�le breeding 
ground upon which we can start to build everything we really want.
We are not meant to get through life unscathed.
We are not meant to get to the finish line unscarred.
 Life hurts us all in different ways, but it is how we respond- and who we become – that 
determines whether a trauma becomes a tragedy or the beginning of the story of how the vic�m 
became the hero.



 School has always been a student's home.
We students have always considered it as our second 
home and the teachers as our second parents. Most of 
our childhood days have been spent in school . When we 
were kids we were so bored with the monotonous 
routine that we followed everyday, except on Saturdays 
and Sundays, but now most of us long for that school life 
. 

              One of the best things about school are the 
memories we make with our dear teachers and fellow friends . Teachers are our 
mentors. They guide us, their guidance and teaching and through their support 
we can achieve the goals in our journey of life.  The sad truth is we do not 
consider their importance when we are in school . But when we grow up as 
adults and achieve many goals, we then remember and appreciate all their 
contribution in making us a successful and a confident individual. 

                Lastly , school life is the best, an amazing and joyful phase of life for a 
student . But, most of us realize this when it is too late. We then miss the 
teachers, fellow friends, (so called) enemies , the juniors, the seniors, sports day, 
picnics, teachers' day, childrens' day , especially the classroom. We students try 
our level best to live up to our teachers' expectations and sometimes we make 
mistakes, but it is the most beautiful side of  teachers and  students relationship. 
Students make dozens of mistake but on the other hand the teachers are the ones 
to correct dozens of it . 

             Thus, I conclude that school life is one phase of life which consists of 
lots of emotions be it sadness, happiness, sorrow, enjoyment and many more, 
but , School life is very precious for all of us, so enjoy it to the fullest!

SCHOOL LIFE
Wansaphi Haba Lating, XI Commerce B



 An army of green rushing towards the entrance, It's interesting to 

note that all of us are oblivious of the fact that the two years that we are 

spending with each other, learning from each other and growing 

together will yet once again become memories -memories that will 

someday be the little rays of sunshine that will lighten our mood  on 

gloomy days. 

             Taking a walk through memory lane, we never cease to forget about how we 

had once been curious little children who indulged in making mudcakes; smuggled 

chocolates  and candies everywhere  we went and even the poor TV remote was not left 

out, it was carried even to school. 

 It has been a long journey since then, all the joys, all the laughters and all the 

hardships, sorrows and struggle. We all truly deserve a pat on our back because we 

made it! We should be proud of ourselves. We still have a long way to go, new chapters 

to write and new memories to make. 

 “It's funny how hellos are always accompanied by goodbyes “. Growing up we 

need to realize that we also need to let go, just leave them as sweet memories and when 

in need of a bit of sunshine, just travel back for they are always there with us and will 

always be; safe and sound etched somewhere inthe deepest part of our souls. 

 We're like ships, we're made to sail, we encounter many waves but we have to sail 

on. We stop in many places but we cannot stay for long because we are destined to be 

somewhere else, somewhere where we have to sail hard to reach. Similarly, friends, 

teachers and people whom we encounter  are sometimes not fated to stay forever in our 

lives, we  can only bid farewell when the tide sets in. Nonetheless, their fragrance 

remain  ,their memories stay on and the love in our hearts for them will always live on. 

Emika Thma, XII Science B

FAREWELL



“Tough times don't last long, tough people do.” 
Although humankind has faced many challenges since 

time immemorial, it has always moved forward. Now it seems 
we're battling another leviathan challenge. However, even now 
the great humankind has to find out ways and means to sustain 
and carry on with their lives.
 This year has been tragic for each of us, as if the 
pandemic wasn't enough, we've seen locust attacks, rains, 
cyclones, deaths of great personalities, earthquakes and have witnessed many other 
painful incidents. Yet, just like every dark cloud has a silver lining, this situation has 
taught each one of us lessons that have either not been taught or have been forgotten 
by us due to the busy life we live. This scenario has reminded us about our common 
responsibility towards everyone in society.

This scenario has reminded us that “Cleanliness is next to Godliness”, a 
concept much forgotten in today's time. Neither did people care about personal 
hygiene nor about the concept of washing hands, freshening up after coming from 
outside etc., due to mere laziness but the fear of contracting the virus now has made 
them realize the importance of these basic ideals.

Though the times are hard now, it's a phase that will pass. However, there are 
other responsibilities also that need to be accepted. It is a much-known fact that 
many people are homeless while many are dependent on others for their sources of 
income in order to earn their livelihood. These are the people of the lower sections of 
society who are worst hit by lockdowns since they are not able to manage their meals. 
The government of all countries are undoubtedly working to help them but it's also 
the responsibility of other human beings to help those who need this. It is true that 
with the lockdowns all around, individuals themselves cannot do so but they can 
contact organizations or NGOs to help the needy. These actions are going to bring the 
country together as a whole, because just how tiny droplets of water make a huge 
ocean, similarly small deeds and responsibilities taken by the individuals together 
will help the greater humanity. In such a time the quote, “If you can't feed hundred, 
feed one” becomes of utmost importance because little drops of water, little grains of 
sand, make the mighty ocean and the pleasant land.

COVID-19: IT'S ALL TOO TRAGIC
YET THERE IS SO MUCH TO LEARN

V. Drishti Rao, XII Science D



Self-dependence is a virtue which we have learnt during this situation. 

People have had to leave their house helpers and are now doing all the work on their 

own, this makes it clear that we can do these things in our daily lives on our own. 

People have to now also start to try and produce their basic food requirements like 

vegetables etc., even in a small way possible, in whatever way they can, so that they 

can have the basic knowledge of the food they are consuming and its purity, 

because most people are fearing to buy vegetables from markets as they do not 

know their source. In the northeast, since most vegetables come from areas marked 

as Red zones, people are apprehensive to buy the vegetables. So it is better if people 

can grow the basic vegetables like beans, carrots, in their gardens, balconies or 

terraces, they can be sure of its security. This isn't a must but it is just something that 

works as therapy as people are sure of what they are eating. 
Covid-19 is a disease which has shaken the whole of humanity, it is 

unthinkable that how a small virus has brought the entire world to a standstill, but it 

has also left many thoughts to be pondered upon. This virus undoubtedly slowed 

things around the world, but we must think about the learning we will get from this. 

We as human beings have exploited the earth and its resources but now that we are 

surviving with only the basic requirements in hand, Covid-19 has made us realize 

the difference between our wants and our needs. Once the virus is defeated, we will 

be more responsible towards the earth. The battle of fighting the virus has various 

responsibilities linked with it but also once this virus is defeated, we will have other 

responsibilities to work for, which has been realized much earlier but the actions 

have not been executed.
Experience is the best teacher, and this Covid-19 incident has taught us many 

ideals, virtues and habits which we must not forget and carry them on even after the 

cure to this disease is found and we return to our normal lives. It is true that the 

“new normal” is hard, but the realizations that have dawned upon us must not be 

left behind closed in a box once we finally get back to the “old normal.”



NEVER GIVE UP. 
                                      

Wandaphi Lyngdoh Nongbri, XI Sciene B 

1. Never give up because success comes to those who     
keep trying . 
2. Never give up because you're stronger than you 
think . 
3. Never give up because the plan for your life far 
exceeds the circumstance of today.
4. Never give up because great things take time.
5. Never give up on something that you can't go a day 
without thinking.
6. Never give up on something you really want, because it is difficult to wait, 
but more difficult to regret.
7. Never give up. Find a way to make it happen.
8. Never give up on your dreams no matter how hard it gets.
9. Never give up ,stay focused, stay positive and stay strong.
10. Never give up because you will never fall until you stop trying.
11. A person can fail many times , but they are not a failure until they give up. 

So , Never stop trying, Never stop believing,
Never give up . Your day will come .



l2020 taught me the real meaning of the phrase, “If you have just one source
of income, you are one step away from poverty.”

-Md. Sawez Faisal
XII Science D 

l2020 taught me that “Everything will be ok in the end. If it is not okay, it is
not the end.” 

-Ayush Kumar Ray
XII Science D

l2020 has taught me to make the best use of time, to be responsible, to be
strong, no matter what the circumstances are, and mainly it has brought me
much closer to God. 

-Laridahun Jana
XI Science -A 

l2020 taught me to enjoy and focus on the little things in life. Things that
make me happier and put a smile across my face. It has also made me more
patient and compassionate.

-Riskhemlang Kharbithai
XII Arts A 

l2020 taught me the importance of the love shared by my family as during
this time I was able to be with them for a longer period of time. 

-Rimansan Najiar
XI Science- A

l2020 taught me to enjoy my precious time with my family and it taught me
to not take anything or anyone in life for granted. 

-Elizabeth Kharpran
XI Science- A 

A Kaleidoscopic View - Learnings of 2020



l2020 was a year that showed us the best and worst of life. Best because we
could spend more time with our families, and worst because of the fear and
suffering all around. 

-ShimtilangRyntathiang
XI Science -A 

l Each new day is a chance to make life worth living; The year 2020 has taught 
and made me live with two things:  Firstly, Life is God's gift of Love to me and 
Secondly, God's Love is the only reason to Live. Since everything is in God's 
control, May God be my guide.

-NamphangLyngkhei
XII Science C 

l 2020 taught me to remember that in life difficulties will come but we have to 
roll the dice and lead the path of possibilities and decisions that we ourselves 
have made. 

-Suroj Kumar Chettri
XI Science D 

l 2020 taught me to respect Mother Nature much more than we did earlier and to 
be more empathetic towards everyone, not only human beings but every other 
living being. 

-V. Drishti Rao
XII Science D 



To Strive, To Seek and Never to Yield
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V. DRISHTI RAO, XII SCIENCE D



CLASS XII SCIENCE - A

AKIMCHI WENBERA MARY G MOMIN, AMETHEA KELLEE LYNGDOH, ANING DELUSOW, ASA U. NI.TONGPER, BAMEDARI PALEI, BANSARALANG MARBANIANG, 
BARISA MARBANIANG, BUHMON DKHAR, CATHERYNE L. LYNGKHOI, CHIKITHA A SANGMA, CLAREENDA MARY KHARKONGOR,DABANSHANSKHEM 
MAWBLEI,DAHUNCHA IKA KHONGKAI,DAMEPYNDAP KSOO,EBENEEZER G. KHARSHEMLANG,EBESIUS MAWRIE,ESTHER DAHUNLANG SYNTEM,HANSEL KENNEDY 
KHYRIEM,IAIRIAKOR KHARNAIOR,IAPHISHISHA NENGNONG,IBAPYNHUN LYNGDOH NONGLAIT,IDEIDOR KYNTER,JANOVI HAJONG,K L NGAININGAM ANAL,KARA 
ESTEL BLAH ,KERRISAPHI DONBAR LYNGDOH,KRITUN HAJONG,LABETSHWA KHARBAMON,LAHUN LARTANG,LUELLA GABRIELLA MARBOH SHABONG,LURSHAI 
LATING,NAFFY AMANDA KHARPHULI,NANGDAIAKA NONGSPUNG,NAPHISHISHA JYRWA,NARDINO SANGMA,NIDAKA BAREH,ORNELIA CH MARAK,PAOLENMANG 
KIPGEN,PETRUS MYRMEN,PRITHVIRAJ BASUMATARY,REJOICY KHYNRIAM,RONAN WARREN G LYNGDOH NONGBRI,RUDOLPH GERSHOM L NONGDHAR,S DEVIKA 
DEVI,SAMKOR PAYA DKHAR,SUMARBHA KHARRNGI,SUSMITA DEVI,TIHMUHCHYNNAMI POHSWET,WANPYNSUKLANG S KHARSYNTIEW,YUNCY A SANGMA,K. 
LALHRIATZUALI,ODAPHISHA KHARJAHRIN, KANI RYMBAI R TANG,



CLASS XII SCIENCE - B

ABHISHEK SHARMA,ADELINE ELISA PYRTUH,AIDASOPHIA WARJRI,ALICIA BHUYAN MARBANIANG,AMOS UAINSOUH USHOY,ANDREA KHARDUID,ANOP 
DAMLONG,AURELIA DUNAI,BALAAIJINGHUN LYNGDOH,BOKSTAR LYNGDOH NONGLAIT,CLEANBIRTH M SANGMA,ELIZABETH VANLALMUANPUII,ELSANADIA 
F.PALA,EMIKA THMA,EZRALYNE LYNGDOH,FAITHFULLY PYNGROPE,FC.BEIHNIARILI,FREDDY JOHN DKHAR,HAMEBANLUM KHARNGAP KYNTA,IBANYLLA 
SUCHIANG,IENGSKHEM SURONG,IPSHITA DEB,JONATHAN LYNGDOH LAWAI,KEROSTHEN VALYNAPAWL,MAHIMABANTI DEVI,LUCKY KHARPHANBUH,LUCKY STAR 
S.SYNREM,MEBANSHANLANG KHARKONGOR,MIMISHA N ARENG,HMONDALIN MARBANIANG,NAFIZZA CAREENIA IAWIM,NAMCHONG K D 
SANGMA,NANGSEIBORLANG WANNIANG,NEHAL GURUNG,NGURANG KUNIYA,NICKY COMFORT LYNGKHOI,NIKITA DEY,NORIMBE R SANGMA,P SPERANZA 
AZALEA POHTAM,PHIBAJAIJAI S MARBANIAN,GREVALDUS KHONGSIT,RITESH RABHA,RITHIJ DKHAR,SHEIKH ABU MUSA,SHIRON SARANG,TISHA SHAHA 
SHULLAI,TRIANA M SANGMA,WANBIANG KYNDAIT,M K MEDAMON,ILARISHA BAKOR MAWLIEH,PHIBANIAIBET MARNGAR



CLASS XII SCIENCE - C

ADONIS NONGMEIKAPAM,AISADORA SUN,AME U .TOSHAN LYNGDOH NONGBSAP,AMESA ROSHMI R ARAK,ANISHA 
SYNSHIANG,ANIYA SOHBAR,ARAKHMASANCHI D SANGMA,BADONDOR LATHONG,BANRIAKOR NONGSIEJ,DAKARUCHWA 
SUCHIANG,DAVID BANJIED LANG RAPTHAP,DAWANBIANG SHANGPLIANG,DEIBANWANJOP D MYRTHONG,DEITIBAKORDOR 
KHONGSDAM,DENIAS N SANGMA,DINESH KUMAR UPADHYAY,DUHI NAJIAR,FREDDY LYNGDOH MAWNAI,GARETH SAVIO 
NONGKHLAW,GLORIA HEPBURN WAHLANG,HAPHI DAHUN MAWRIE,IA EMLANG MI DKHAR,IBIANG BASAIAWMOIT,JOSEPHINE 
POHTAM,KAMKAM N MARAK,KESOB HAJONG,KIENG ATIER PHAWA,KONGKA GAROD,LAVISH A SANGMA,MAPHISABET 
DOPRI,MEBAAIHUN KHYRIEM,MEBANKER L SOHLANG,MENIKA TYNGKAN,NEMPHANG ROY LYNGKHOI,NAZMIN LUCKY 
BEGUM,PRIYA DEY,RICHARD RYMBAI,ROHIT RAY,SEBRIL N ARENGH,SHELEMIAH LYNSHING,SHNGAINLANG LAMARE,TH LIZA 
SINGHA,TANISHA MISHRA,THANGJAMOUN TUBOI,THANGJANGAM CHONGLOI,WANPYNSHNGAIN KHARKONGOR,WONDERFUL 
LAMARE,Y SANJEEV KUMAR SINGHA,ZOHMANGAIHA RALTE,PYNSHAILANG SOHSHANG,PRETTY DUTTA,BINITA SARKAR,



CLASS XII SCIENCE - D

ABHILASH PRASAD,ABHISHEK CHANDRA YADAV,AIBANRI LYMBA,AROSA CHYRMANG,ARSHAD REZA,AYUSH KUMAR 
RAY,BANIENGSKHEM GYMPAD,BANRIIAKI MALANG,BASHISHA KSHIAR,CALWYN A SUCHIANG,CAMMY DAWAN TONGPER,DAIAR I 
SHYLLA,DONDOR PHAWA,ELBIT MERKA REANG,ELIZER LEMUEL MARBANIANG,ELSHENDER BANSHAN PHANWAR,EVAKORDOR 
MANAR,GAMALIEL HB MALSAWMZUALA,HANDAKA PAIA MANAR,IARIBHALIN MARBANIANG,IBALAPYNHUN JYRWA,IBASHISHA 
MYNSONG,IUNIKI EDEN CHYNE,JANAK RAM CHETRI,K N MAYOCHAN,KYNSAI MYNSONG,LASTBORNSON LANGSTIEH,LATPIUCHUI 
GANGMEILHUVETO RHAKHO,MARIAHUN BAREH,MAYANK JOSHI,MD. SAWEZ FAISAL,MEBADONBOR KHARPOR,MEBANTEI 
NONGPLUH,MEDAKERLANG SIANGSHAI,MONOMITA BRAHMA,NITESH KUMAR RAY,PRECIOUS STAR WARJRI,RASHMI 
HRANGKHAWL,RIYA PRASAD,SANDRA RUMNONG WAR,SENGWAN SANGMA,SHARMYNRAP BIAM,SHRUTI BASTOLA,SUBHANKAR 
DEB ROY,SUMARLANG RYNDONG,SWAPNIL DEY SWASTIKA RAJ KOWER,TEILABUROM WARSHONG,THEJAVINUO 
KEPFOH,VAKKALAGADDA DRISHTI RAO,VICTORY TONGCHANGYA,WANPHRANGSKHEM SUTNG,AZEPHYR P CANAAN  
RUMNONG,LEIHAORAMBAM ABHIJIT SINGH,



CLASS XII COMMERCE - A

AIBOKLANG SHANPRU,ALLISTER JEFFREY PALA,ALTHEA FAITH KHARSHIING,ARKINI SYMPLI, BANPYNSHAILANG.N.MARAK, 
BIDISHA SHRESTHA, CHARU SHARMA,CHINGCHERA SANGMA,DARIHUN RAPSANG,DENIASH R MARAK,DIPANKAR 
DAS,HAME.DATEI.SKHEM.LAWAI,HANSEL LEONARD SYIEMLIEH,HRITIKA NATH,IBANRIBHA RANEE,JEET PAUL,JEREMMY 
KEATZ N SANGMA,KYNTIEWBOKLANG LYNGDOH LYNGKHOI,LARRIE E RANI,LUCKVEER NUNGCHIM,MADHU 
KUMARI,MANISH.MIHIRAYAN,MANISHA ROY,MEBANDONBOKLANG SNAITANG,MEDAAIHUN.LALOO,MEDONLANG 
LANONG,MEKELLE JODIE KHARKONGOR,MONA GUPTA,MUSKAN KUMARI,NATHANIEL M KHARWANLANG,NEHA 
KUMARI,NISHA RAY,NUMAAN IMTIYAZ,PAILA REMDOR SYIEM,PARIJAT DEV,PRAHELIKA DAS,PRATIK SARKAR,PYNBHALANG 
WARBAH,REVIALCY LARTANG,RIIARITI N. DKHAR,Ri ING HEK,ROHIT BARUA,ROHIT SHARMA,RONAN KHONGLAH,SARAH H 
LALROHLUI,SAYANIKA ROY,SHARAI GARY BENSON KHYRIEM,SHARYIA.S.KHARKONGOR,SON MOI DAS,SOPHIYA 
JAVED,TEILANGKI SUNGOH,VANEESA IANGRAI,VANLALRUATTHANGI,YASH THAPA,MERRY HEART HAUHANG,WANBANSHAN 
RANI,



CLASS XII COMMERCE - B

AFRIDI LASKAR,AGRECIA LYNGDOH MAWPHLANG,AKASH BISWA,ANGUTO PESEYIE,ARIANA VIVIANNE LYNGDOH,B 
LALHMANGAIHZUALI ,BANRITIHUN R KHONGPHAI,BENHESEDH EDRICH THABAH,CHIAME BANDI A SANGMA,CHRIS DEXTER 
PHIRA,DAMONLANG S RANI,DANIEL MUKHIM,DIKSHA SAIKIA,EMERENE KHARPRAN,ESHWANII NONGTDU,FAMOUSSON 
SANA,FERNANDO.SHADAP,FREDDICKY NONGTDU,GILCHRIST DIENGNGAN,HARSHA CHOKHANI,IBAJANAI LYNGDOH,JACOB 
LALHRUIZELA,JEREMEE CHIRU,JOHN FRANCIS NONGBRI,JOSEPH KHENSIANKIMA,KATHLEEN.RYNJAH,LIZANDRIA 
SHYLLA,LURPHYRNAI KURBAH,MELABET JOAN MAWRIE,MERIAN.SOHBAR,MEYISUNGIT IMSONG,NADINE B. 
KHARKRANG,NAMELASIEWDOR MASHARING,NATHANIEL OBADIAH JYRWA,RAI PAUL,RICHARD.NONGBRI,RIDAMIKA 
S U T I N G , R I N H O R L A  H O R A M , R YA N  S A N P Y R K H AT  K H Y R I E M , S A I N K I T. K U PA R . L . N O N G B R I , S A N D A R O I 
SAYOO,SAPHIWANKMAEN.THEIN,SWAPNIL BAIDYA,T THANGMUANLAL,TANI BAMANG,TEIBORLANG POHDUNA,TERRYWAN U 
MARAK,TOKO TUKHA,WALLAMBOK PYNGROPE,WANDEENAM LALOO,MELLBERG SHANGDIAR, SAURAV CHETTRI,NICKY 
JYRWA,ROLAND AARON MAJAW,PRESENBIRTH G MOMIN, 



CLASS XII ARTS - A

Adrian M Kahit,afanity Pala,amelia Rempuii Renthlei Renthlei,amoslifields Shylla,arkiwa O D Kharmalki, 
Arwan Swer,banpynshai Mawsor,christina B. Sangma,da-aibiang Marngar,dachanchwami Shylla,dakanipaia 
Pyrbot,damechwa M Ryntathiang,david William Mangkhanpau Phaipi,deepasha Sohtun,Feelingstar Manar,h. 
Lalchungnunga,hamenangsan Khyriemmujat Hazel Massar,iamanda Kari Syiem,ibadahunlangshisha 
Dkhar,ibanpliedlad Iboreen Warlarpih,jesika Mary Ann Kharsati,Josaiah M Dkhar,keneisedenuo 
Kire,khoansen Tangdong,lalhmangaihzuali,Lamtinkai Gangte,m Kishan Singha,madhurjya Parasar 
Pathak,manchester Thubru,mark R Syiemlieh,mebaaihun Tiffany Kharsyntiew,melvy Gracia Kharphuli,nadia 
T Kharkongor,nangsan Hame Khongwir,nathanael Magdiel Wann,nathaniel N. Sun,nicholas H 
Rymbui,nityashree Modak,p Waphira Sylvana Hadem,phibakordor Nongkynrih,phibanteinam L. 
Chyne,phoebe Mongchi M. Marak,prashant Singh,pynshaibor Rumnong,racesika Wankhar,reberg M 
Dkhar,riddhimaan Kakoty,rimeka Ribha Khongthaw,ronan Collin Kharmalki,Sandakmen Syiem,shantela 
Lyngdoh,wandaphira Kharsyiemiong,wanpli Jones Snaitang,deiphibanri Kharlyngdoh,jenny Nemthianbiak,



CLASS XII ARTS - B

A.s. Soyarphi,armand J Lyngdoh,atiarbasknem Pyngrope,banneh Skhem Rynjah,banrisukshisha 
Lyngkhoi,bansahnam Kshiar,barilang Rajee,betnateisha Jana,biswajit Das,cabrinia Drbrina 
Kharnaior,cherimchi Mk,chubasanen Jamir,daffni Banridor Kharkongor,dakawanpynshngain Lyngdoh,daniel 
L Kharkongor,denzil S Kharkongor,eleazer Vandro Lyngdoh,elnathan Noel Warjri,emika B Marak,eric P 
Khaute,gareth Kharshandi,ginthianmuang Tunglut, Hriday Barua,iaikyntiewlin Mawrie, Isaac Mebantei 
Rynjah,jayanti Lapang, John Patrick Rymbai,joviallity Nongrum,kermi 00 Lyngdoh,l. Kennedy 
Vaiphei,labianghi Kharbamon,lalrosangi,loretta Laloo,maphisha Kharwillborn,melambantei 
Diengdoh,melari N Suna,mewanshan N Kharnaior, Miguelsebastian Myrthong,nathanael Aibanshngain 
Jyrwa,nishi Subba,nounetuo-u Metha,nukutulu Rhakho,obadia Zorinpuia,prianjana Shome,r. Lalrinsanga, 
Rachelle R. Majaw,raphael Banshngainlang Marbaniang,sambasa Timung, Sandaemki Dhar,shaipyrkhat 
Thabah, Shalisha Reang,shameen Mary Syiemlieh,shivangi Nandi,trainee Rose M. Momin,trisha Alison 
Nongkynrih, Vanlalhumhimi Ralte,whitney F. Shylla,zediah Manson Hynniewta, Wanpynbiang 
Thabah,banmankhraw Kshiar, 



CLASS XI ARTS
XI ARTS-A

Aaron R Diengdoh
Adam Sebastian Lyngdoh
Addan Stone Warjri
Adonia Enok Momin
Aimesha Alva Mylliem Umlong
Angella Kazel Kharmujai
Banman Khraw Lyngdoh
Borme Jordan Warjri
Bryan Casper Lyngdoh
Budsalanmiki Lyngdoh
Daiahunlang Laloo
Damewanrap Rapsnag
Darimiki Pale
Dawanlumlang Khyriem
Dawanpynkmen Lyngkhoi
Dawansan Rangad
Delicea Jala Kharbhih
Dylan Beatty Tariang
Eborhame Shangpliang
Emida Steffi Kurbah
Ethan Daniel Thabah
Euginia Laloo
Eveyana Ashlee Lyngdoh
Finora Wankhar
Hannahbel Marphy Nongkynrih
Havakmen Ripnar Marbaniang
Heavenstar Son Sutnga
Hismighty Care Kharmawphlang
Ibakordor Khongsit
Ibapaleishisha Kharkamni
Ibapasiang Daioka Pde
Insanhame Nadine Ryntathiang
Jayden Alfred Rynjah
Joseph Siamlalven Khuptong
Lalhruaizela Hauhnar
Liza Queen Wankhar
Mansanbha Khongsngi
Martin Kharpur
Meagan Akinali Suting
Medarishisha Kharnaior
Naphibanbet Lyngdoh
Neil Armstrong Nongbsap
Novelline Rapthap
Phideibanylla Khongwir
Rahul Kumar Ray
Rashok Francis Shingnaisui
Rimeiaki Makhroh
Riskhemlang Kharbithai
Rituraj Paul
Simeon Aron Kharumnuid
Sondeepa Koch
Tage Anka
Thongvanglen Hangsing
Titus John Dkhar
Vanessa Pde
Wandiyam Manners
Wansukshisha Nongspung

XI ARTS-B
Amelia Avanchi Cheran Momin
Amelie S Decruse
Ankit Thapa
Arkidonlang Nongkseh
Baniaikitlang Kharjana
Barnelson Thawmuit
Benhur Ngamchui Muivah
Benjamin Doungel
Bernard Umsong
Bertha War Nongkhlaw
Chantremiikermida Oo Lamare
Christine A Nongrum
Consent Mitre Palle
Delicia Lyngdoh
Derric Josh Kharshiing
Diamansa Lywait
Gardylia Gracia Sahkhar
Garry Mebanker Jyrwa
Heiyoobitmi Pale
Iaidaker Khyriem
Isamanda Pariat
Jecensia Tangsang
Joshua Daniel Dkhar
Judy Ibadahun Mawthoh
Kanduaklung Mg
Kynsai Kupar Manners
Kyrshanbor Dkhar
Lahunlang Kharmujai
M Dipu Singha
Mekham Kyrpang Khonglah
Melita Sohkhlet
Merisahunlang Lyngdoh
Mewanshwa Nongbri
Nangtei Michael Kharjana
Natalie N. K. Marbaniang
Natania Kereen Lyngdoh
Nathanial Lyngdoh
Nengnunhoi Chongloi
Nilisa Tariang
Ningchunlung Mg
Noaki R Marak
Oniphiba Nongbsep
Pherdor Khardewsaw
Priya Dey
Priyanshi Dhar
Reuben Mewanshuwa Hadem
Ribha Iaka Mary Pakma
Rimika Lamin
Saniya Rai
Souvik Bhattacharjee
Tosanremdor A Khyllep
Wadarimi Dakdup I T Lona
Wandeipor Khongtir
Wanrishisha Mawrie
Zepherial A Lyngdoh



CLASS XI SCIENCE

XI SCIENECE-A

Abraham  Fanai

Chintu Singh

Di-i-mon U Manner

Edaki Chyrmang

Elizabeth Kharpran

Elsibiana M Marak

Emanuel Jyrwa

Eranicle Khonglah

Florence Bareh

Hun I Dhar Pohthmi

Iairidahun Jana

Ibanylla Kharbithai

Ilarishisha Lapasam

Ivanesevic Tongper

Janemary Pakyntein

Jerrybell D Shira

Julius S Massar

Kenny John Syiemlieh

Lumlang  Kharmujai

Mary Lalhruaizeli

Nathaniel V Susngi

Phidaker Mawblei

Pynchlang Mi-i Chyrmang

Qaynaat Jahan

Ribakor Shisha Thabah

Rickni Pohlong

Ridashisha Ryntathiang

Rimansan Ha O Najiar

Rohit Malang

Rosiyna R Marak

Ryan J Kharbuki Thabah

Sachen M Sangma

Sajerlang Ika Hinge

Samuel Lamin

Shimtilang Ryntathiang

Tyngshain Thongni

Wimbeldon D Shira

XI SCIENCE-B

Amandalyne L Kurkalang

Andrew Evanjelius Mawnai

Aphishabasuk Mawthoh

Bawanbiangpor Kharmuti

Befullcia Lyngdoh

Chesterfield Suting

Dashan Paka Karmon

Deepali Kumari

Dondor James Duia

Echwaminaki Kharbangar

Emilisa Kharkongor

Evaricca Warjri

Fanny Grossly Lyngkhoi

Ibakordor Warjri

Kamni Emika Rupsi

Karishma Singh Bhorali

Lari La Akor Nongkseh

Lavinia Khongthohrem

Lika-u Tsuhah

Magpie T Murry

Md Walid Khan

Mebakynsai Lamare

Mebarika Wahlang

Mechwaki M Lamin

Nabashisha Nongshli

Nangsan Jordon Marbaniang

Natalizia Desiree Kongwang

Ngursangpuia Sailo

Niang San Nuam

Rimesha M Marak

Safety Mary Hinge

Sanshaphrang Roywan

Teiburommiki Lyngdoh

Vanya Rynjah

Wadkidamei Papang

Wandaphi Banri  Nongbri



CLASS XI SCIENCE

XI SCIENCE-C

Asraful Islam Rana

Bantei Maring

Baphira Paslein

Chaphrang Law

Christian Raplang

Daiahunlang Sohtun

Donbok Nongbak

Eleazer Hyfrydol Swer

Emily Grazel Jyrwa

Given Hubert Kharbudon

Honest Star Suchiang

Ibanniewkor Nongrem

Inaiyat Chanu

Jefferson Wahlang

Jerry Jeffrey K Marak

K Lalthansangi

Kmenlang Rymbai

Kyrkhumiki Shylla

Lanaphika Phawa

Lapynbiang Myrthong

Maitshaphrang Jyrwa

Ng Koordam Moyon

Ngahoryi  Kazingmei

Nongsynshar Khongsdam

Pdianghun Z Kharbithai

Phibanpynkmen Nongbet

Phibashisha Ryntathiang

Phinda  Arti Kurbah

Roshni Kachari

Salginigam Marak

Sammaia Nartiang

Sana-o Lyngdoh

Sanname Marthong

Stella Averil Hinge

Wadaphi Ryntathiang

Wanjoplang V K Lyngdoh

Willie Arambal G. Momin

Zerra Gene Kordor Warbah

XI SCIENCE-D

Aibanpynskhem Lyngdoh Mawlong

Albash A Sangma

Anamika Nath

Arpita Koch

Banshanskhem Passah

Bryan P Wahlang

Carl Brennan Marbaniang

Charity Rymbai

Chokchimba R Marak

Daiahunlang Mawblei

Dathmubha Chadong

Della Hunlang Saiborne

Edward Jala

Hamilson Langstieh

Herschell Iver Majaw

Iahunlang Kharmynthon

Ibapyntngen Pyngrope

Kekfulstar Syad

Mebanpyntngen  Kshiar

Minggamat Ch Momin

Natalie G Warjri

Navin Kumar

Nisha Kharumnuid

Pynjanai Pachiang

Rikynti Mukhim

Rishi Biswa

Saranica Pyngrope

Shania Khyllep Dkhar

Sonu Kumar

Suroj Kumar Chettri

T Henry Tonglienthang

Thongminhao Khongsai

Vanyza Lyngshiang

Wankmenlang Mylliemngap

Yash Agarwal



CLASS XI COMMERCE

XI COMMERCE-B

Aibahunlung War

Andrew Rajee

Asheveine Ibanylla Myrthong

Balajie Wahlang

Brandon Tariang

Casandria Diengdoh

Daphihunlang Kurbah

David Dev Daimari

Edward Garland Wanniang

Iahshwamiki Khongji

Joe Rothapujia Amo

Kolisia Dkhar

Kyle Nashwua Dylan Syngai

Kyrshanboklang Syiemlieh

Lawanshwa Mawleih

Letme Merry Synjoin

Mandalene Lyngdoh Mawnai

Nf Roshni

Pritam Das

Pynbhalang Khyllep

Riccardo Zabdiel Lyngdoh

Sandra Kharlin

Savio David Sawkmie

Tosanhame L Pohshna

Vezhilu Nienu

Vitruvius Ivan Ryntathiang

Wansaphi Haba Lating

Zechariah Toi

XI COMMERCE-A

 

Alba Pdahkasiej

Alexander G Raplang

As Mariah

Baiahun Mawlieh

Elza Catherine Rymbai

Elzaphan Bakhamkupar Siangshai

Enrichson Lyngdoh Mawphlang

Eugenia Rapsang

Felix Jordon Pariong

Gracefulness Pala

Hammarisa Alane Badwar

Herbert N Nongkynrih

Ilarihun Shangpliang

Joseph Damang Khonglah

Linda Lyndem

Manbhalang Thangkhiew

Michelle Majaw

Molingstar Rynjah

Niki Donal Suting

Nikita Paul

Pammi Sen Purkayastha

Phibanseisoh Nongbet

Rajkumari Chakma

Riki Dame Rymbai

Risawa Marboh

Sanbha Joel Kharshiing

Shraddha Dutta

Stefany Pala

Wanheihok Bareh

Yashashvi Raj Das

Darick E Kharshandi



KHASI SECTION

JINGKORDOR KA JINGSTAD

Naduh dang rit nga wad ia pha,

Jingstad ba kordor ban shong ha nga.

Watla da jingim ka dap da ki jingeh,

Hynrei, khlem �eng khlem smiej ngan ïai-
ialeh.

Shano pha don ko jingstad ba kordor?

Baroh ki wad iapha, bapha long kaba dondor;

Namar dei tang jingstad marwei,

Ka ba lah ban pynlong briew ïangi ha sla 
pyrthei.

Katno nga thrang iaka jingstad,

Wat ummat ki jaw iapha ngan hap wad;

Ka�a ka jingstad kan nang ngam jylliew,

Ïaka Nam ka burom ruh kan nang kyn�ew.

Khamtam ha kane kajuk mynta,

Jingstad ka long kaba donkam shisha.

Ka jingkordor jong ka la kat u Mawlynnai, 

Ba ki briew baroh ki ju tyngkai.

A Bleitrai Kynrad Nongthaw Nongbuh,

Jingstad ha nga wat nym pynduh;

Katba lah ei nang ïai pyrshang,

Khnang ba iaka jingstad ngan ïoh kdup ïoh 
piam.

-Iairiakor Kharnaior, 12 Science A

Ba Ngin Sa Ïa 
Kynduh

Dang step dang step n'la 
ïing ngi mih,

La kot la sla ngi rah;

Ka ja ka um ha la pla ngi khung,

Sha la skul ban leit dung 

kyndung.

Ynda ha ïing skul ngi poi,

Kyrhai ka leh sngewbha

Ban kynduh ïa la ki lok ki jor

Wow! Katno ka jingmuja.

Katba nang ïaid nang 
mih ki sngi,

Ka por shong skul 
la dei ban kut;

Mynsiem ka lung bad ka 

pangnud

B'la ki lok un ym kynduh shuh.

Ummat ba kthang ki jaw

Ba baroh kin sah tang 

jingkynmaw.

Ki lynti lajong la hap ban jied

Ban sdang noh ïa jingim 

thymmai.

Iwei ïa iwei ban ai jingkyrmen

Ban long briew, ban kiew 

shaphrang;

La jingkular ngi buh

Ba ngin sa ïa kynduh.

~ Nangdaiaka Nongspung
XII Science A



Dashanpaka Kharmon
XI - Science B.
      
Ki por skul ki baieid jong nga,
Ngam lah shuh ba ngan klet iaka;
Mynstep nga mih, mynsngi wan phai,
Nga poi ja-ing ba ïalehkai.
Nga ju poi skul kloi, ngan ong hok,
Teng-teng pat slem ba lap ka blok.

Da poi, kapten la aplypa,
La phah ban sei diary jongnga,
Hadien sa ioh ban rung sha klas.
Sa ha I miss pat nga shah blast,
I phah ïa nga ban leh ki kam
Bad ngam ju nud ban heht yngam.

Hadien la poi sa sha ki test,
Bad nga hap khreh kot khlem ioh rest;
Ynda la kut, nga sngew jah thait,
Bad nga la ioh lehkai pharait.
Ynda la dei ki sngi shuti,
Nga hap ban trei baroh shisngi;
Naduh ka sar haduh ka khlieng,
Nga sngew ban bthei sa ka jabieng.
Hadiensa hap ban leitsaitjaiñ,
Dam leit ruh thait ioh shah thalaiñ.

Hadien ki poi ki jinglehkai,
Naduh ka shad haduh ka rwai;
Nongtem ngi don kumba khatar,
Hynrei bit tam tedei u Carl.
Kaba kongsan la rem ne jop
Ha jingsngewsih, ngim dei ban ngop.
Ngi dei ban khmih lynti ban leh,
Khnang ba jingshlur mynsiem kan neh.
Ngim dei ban sngewlehrain lada,
Ngi kum klet ne ngi kum bakla
Hynrei ngi dei ban iai pyndep
Khnang ba ka jingshlur kan iai nep.

Ynda la dep ki kam muja,
La poi sa por ïa bamkhana.
Ki nonghikai ïa ngi ïalam
Shaki park ne madan jyrngam.
Ma ngi paralok muja ïa bam -
Ba ki nonghikai ki ïasam.

Don kiba ïa mareh mastieh,
Don kiba nang ïaleh ïarieh;
Don kiba ïalehkai ïabeh,
Don kiba shongkai 'poh dieng kseh.
Phutbol ruh don ba ïalehkai,
Don ruh ba shu ïathiah lyngngai.
Da wanphai ïing pat ngi ïa shad,
Haduh sopti, patlun la kad.
Ngi ia hylla, ngi ia kyrkait,
Haduh ban da kren shuh ym lait.

Khatduh dei ki eksam ban wan,
Baroh shong khrehkot la thyllan.
Naduh mynmiet haduh mynstep.
Nga sngew ba shu khrehkot khlem dep.
Ynda la poi ha skul ban thoh,
Ïaki kweshon shu ang lyngngoh!
Ïa kiba tip nga thoh pynstet,
Nga ieh pat ïa kiba nga klet.
Lane nga thoh kulmar ïaki,
Teng teng pat ruh shu ioh marks hi.

Hadien dei sa result ban wan,
Tip shuh ka sliang, tip shuh ka thngan;
La shu kyndeh beit man ka sngi,
Ban ap iaki results jong ngi.
Bun kiba pass, ba fail khyndiat,
Dei naka daw ba kim leh smat.

Ki por skul te ngam lah klet shuh,
Ki por ba ngi ïaleh lymmuh,
Ngi leh kulmar, ngi leh kamkai
Da leh tam pat, ngi shu shah mai.

Khublei ïa phi ki Nonghikai,
Ka jingtipbriew ïangi phi ai;
Watla katno ki jingbakla,
Ïangi phim ju buhnud satia.
Ka mynsiem kat jong phi ym don,
Phi ha dohnud jong nga, ngan shon.
Bad ngam ioh shuh ba kham shongkhia
Kum ka jingïa kren kai biria.
Ko Nonghikai baieidj ongngi,
Ngan ym lah shuh ban klet iaphi.

Ki Por Skul



ART SECTION

Priyanshi  Dhar
XI Arts B

Priya Dey

XI- Arts B













 "The Same Difference: Exploring Othering and Alienation" was a project selected to receive the 
USIEF-FULLBRIGHT Teacher Alumni Award under the Fullbright Mission and was led by Mrs Sunita 
Biswas and Mr. Adrian Lamonte Pariat; moderated by Miss Rita Dhar and Miss Rushali Saha.
 USIEF stands for United States- India Educational Foundation, an international organization 
dedicated to higher education in India and the United States of America. Students from three schools viz., 
Modern High School for Girls-Kolkata, St. Edmund's Higher Secondary School and Hill Crest Higher 
Secondary School Shillong were selected for this project. The project focussed on bringing out various 
aspects of alienation and its implications in the North-East, their outcome and ways to inhibit the same. 
The sessions included pre-session activities, discussions and sharing and was chalked out into six formal 
sessions; each session drove deeply into various aspects and helped the students understand the concept 
of alienation and its combat better. Four students of St. Edmund's Higher Secondary School were a part of 
the project. They were V. Drishti Rao, Madhurjya Pathak, L. Kennedy Vaiphei, Emerene Kharpran. 
 Being a part of the USIEF project was one which helped us to understand what cause alienation. 
This project not only helped us to understand the North East better but also helped us in improving 
various life skills as working in a team with people we have never known before gave us different 
perspectives and a broader understanding. 
  The major objective of the project was to bridge the gap between the mainland and North East 
India ,but it took us across various aspects of this region and renewed our knowledge of our culture, 
literature, food habits and dressing. The pre-session activities ,included reading books ,poetry, watching 
movies which gave us an in depth knowledge about the subject of discussion. At the sessions we  
interacted with eminent personalities who included actors, poets, writers, journalists, fashion designers 
and after each  session , we reflected upon our understanding and take aways. Thus the sessions taught us  
that "Alienation" exist when we stop telling our stories or when we stop seeing the other side of the story. 
While " Belonging" comes into the picture with our inquisitiveness to know about others and their 
culture. Acceptance brings knowledge, which helps in Bridging the differences
 Often the people of mainland India have been accused for Nort East's alienation. But today, the 
perception of alienation of the North East has changed and we realised that we must look inwards as well 
to find the solution. Yes, it is important to bridge alienation. But this is possible only if both sides make 
their efforts to bridge. We have cultures, traditions, cuisines, a way of dressing and a living which is very 
different from the rest of India but we all belong to one nation ,we are all Indians. So that is why we may be 
different but we share the "same difference".
 As North Easterners, the project opened our eyes to the knowledge about the North East which we 
had not known before. The platform was most enriching as it stirred our minds to deeply dig into pertinent 
questions and opine our ideas to help bridge and belong.

V. Drishti Rao XII Science D, Madhurjya Pathak XII Arts A,
Emerene Kharpran XII Commerce B and L. Kennedy Vaiphei XII Arts B

 The Same Difference:
Exploring Othering and Alienation



THROUGH EDTHRAL’S LENS
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